SUMMER SCHOOL
INDUSTRY 4.0
Paris-Saclay, France
29 June - 12 July 2020
Study in one of the top graduate engineering schools in France

Collaborate with peers and industry experts from around the world

Engage in organized social & cultural activities

Ranked 6th worldwide in employer reputation*

Picture what Industry might be like in the future! CentraleSupélec and Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris-Saclay will showcase disruptive Industry 4.0 technologies – automated production lines, operations 4.0, additive manufacturing, and collaborative robots – and fire your imagination on how today’s companies must manage their transformation. The programme features a combination of industry visits, lectures, tutorials and team-based competitions. Grab this opportunity to learn about a rapidly advancing area of engineering from experts from around the world!

PROGRAMME TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

Eligibility

- 3rd or 4th year undergraduate students, 1st year graduate students

- Engineering or Science background

Programme cost

2000 euros

Includes: course, accommodation, meals during the programme, on-site transportation, industry & company visits, organized social & cultural activities.

Does not include: travel expenses, personal insurance, meals during spare time and weekends.

Apply before 10 May 2020 at summerschoolcentralesupelec.fr

For more information: summerschool@centralesupelec.fr

*QS Ranking (2020)